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‘Sixpack’
Egbert Baqué Contemporary Art

Berlin
With only the curve of a hip, hand, or
jawline discernable, dancers move across
Franziska Strauss’s Reckoner-Triptychon
(2011), which opened this lively exhibition of works by six Berlin-based artists.
The triptych of muted-tone photographs
was juxtaposed with Selket Chlupka’s
drawings and a bold sculptural painting,
created by dripping vivid colors across
polystyrene and precisely excising any
unpainted areas. The deep orange color
of the back of Chlupka’s painting reflected off the gallery wall, giving the
piece a glowing halo.
In a second room, Tim
Plamper’s (mostly) blackand-white drawings were
paired with dynamic
polychrome paintings by
Yago Hortal. Plamper’s
Nevertheless (2011) radiates a surprising amount
of heat. In this sensual
pool scene, a nude
woman floats on her
back, slightly arching out
of the water, while anBruce Nauman, Beschriebene Kombinationen, 2011,
other stands next to the
HD color-video installation with stereo sound, dimensions variable.
pool, covering her body
Konrad Fischer Galerie.
with a framed artwork
depicting a classical
Ringfinger” (thumb, index finger, ring
male-nude sculpture. The drawing’s
finger) or “Mittelfinger, kleiner Finger,
monochrome palette is infused with a
Daumen” (middle finger, little finger,
splash of bold pink that resonated with
thumb), for example. Eventually, both
Hortal’s hallucinatory abstractions—
hands form fists and the performance
pools of vibrant acrylics pulled across
starts all over again. The repetition of
canvases. As intimate as they are inphrase and gesture, characteristic of
tense, these paintings stun with their
Nauman, is mildly irritating, but it also
bold simplicity. Additional works by Horpossesses a strangely hypnotic power.
tal, Plamper, and Chlupka were tucked
Viewers, even those whose hands were
into a gallery hallway alongside Ivar
in their pockets, felt tempted to copy the
Kaasik’s Flowers for Damien (2004/11).
movements.
In this oil on canvas, blurred flowers
Für Kinder (For Children, 2010), an
reminiscent of Gerhard Richter’s work
audio installation, could be experienced
form a backdrop for Damien Hirst–like
in an adjacent room completely devoid
dots.
of objects (no loudspeakers were visible,
Rounding out this varied show was a
no cables, no technical equipment). Here lone photograph by Claus Feldmann, on
the artist recorded himself speaking the
view in a small, sunny side room. Trained
German phrase “Für Kinder, für Kinder”
in painting, film, and photography, the
in a seemingly endless loop. Through
artist combines elements from each
sheer force of repetition and an expresmedium to create his images of hand-
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Berlin
Two installations—one multimedia and
one sound—filled the Berlin outpost of
Konrad Fischer Galerie, the first gallery
to show Bruce Nauman in Europe, in the
’60s. Still witty and sharp, Nauman does
not disappoint. The artist even made a
rare public appearance at the opening.
Installed in one room was Beschriebene
Kombinationen (Described Combinations,
2011), a video showing a close-up of
Nauman’s hands. He stretches and flexes
his fingers, running through a series of
different combinations, 31 for each hand.
While the artist executes the gestures in
rhythmic, rapid-fire sequence, male and
female voices describe, in German, each
combination—“Daumen, Zeigefinger,

Tim Plamper, Nevertheless, 2011,
pencil and spray paint on paper, 88 1⁄4" x 59".
Egbert Baqué Contemporary Art.

crafted miniaturized worlds. Der Plan
(The Intention, 2011) depicts a gentle
snow falling on a desolate industrial complex. Devoid of human life, the scene
possesses an eerie sense of disquietude.
—Alicia Reuter

Tom Price
Hales
London
Tom Price gives a quiet, naturalistic dignity to the middle-aged, slightly paunchy
black men of his bronze figures. Standing
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Konrad Fischer Galerie

sionless tone, Nauman transformed the
ambiguous phrase into a mantra. The ef—Daghild Bartels
fect is haunting.
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Bruce Nauman

Tom Price, Midnight Temple (Figure 1, Astoria Walk),
2011, bronze with Perspex and wooden base,
70 5⁄8" x 141⁄4" x 14 1⁄4". Hales.
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about two feet tall, they
melted into frozen puddles of porcelain
recall the forms of classithat somehow retain the crockery’s origical sculpture but they’re
nal decorations. The effect is strangely
wearing sportswear,
sensual. The cups and pots are utterly
sneakers, or V-neck
traditional—like something from Grandsweaters, and their back
mother’s cupboard—and look as if
pockets bulge with cell
they’ve been gently heated into a liquid
phones or wallets. Most
state, suggesting a mutability of materiappear lost in thought, as
als that is subtly disorienting and even a
if captured in a moment
bit sinister.
of reflection. They look
Jodie Carey’s five hanging chiffonrelaxed and guileless on
and-bone fabrics from the series “Untitheir vintage wooden
tled (Laces),” 2010, suggest death
plinths, which Price has
shrouds for exquisite cadavers. Harking
adapted to each work so
back to Eva Hesse’s work, they were the
Robert Lazzarini, Phone (White), 2011,
that some of the men
most two-dimensional pieces in a varied,
—Roger Atwood
plastic, metal, rubber, and paper, 6 7⁄8" x 181⁄2" x 4". Edel Assanti.
loom over the viewer
excellent show.
while others stand at a
readymade. Most of the artists took utilimore humble height. Arranged together
tarian objects—wheelbarrows, teacups, a
in this show’s single room, the five figGalerie Thaddaeus Ropac
telephone—and twisted, melted, or emures exert a fabulous, breathing humanParis
bellished them into useless versions of
ity.
Photographer Elger Esser studied with
themselves in ways often clever and unThey also have a strangely narrative
Bernd and Hilla Becher at the Kunsettling. Some pieces suggest an earlypower. Maybe it’s the touch of worry on
stakademie Düsseldorf, but unlike many
20th-century Surrealist esthetic but with
their faces, or Price’s masterly attention
of his fellow graduates (Gursky, Ruff,
a more formalist approach that skips the
to detail in their clothing and accessories,
Struth, Höfer), he departs from their syspsychological freight of Surrealism, with
but one is tempted to spend an hour intematic rigor. His images—of beaches,
its references to dreams and the subconventing stories about each of these guys.
valleys, riverbeds, or gardens—feel unscious. They focus instead on craft and
Man on a Horse (Kings Avenue), 2011,
abashedly nostalgic, even romantic.
the manipulation of materials.
has a cigarette box in his breast pocket,
Robert Lazzarini has
lizard-skin shoes, and a face that carries a
flattened a telephone in
whiff of middle-class complacency, while
the man in Midnight Temple (Figure 1, As- Phone (White), 2011, to
toria Walk), 2011, bears a corporate name create a beguiling, memorable object that seems in
badge clipped to his shirt and a face of
the process of becoming
stern efficiency. These are everymen, and
two-dimensional. The obPrice sculpts them with compassion.
ject slid across the wall,
Price, the London-born son of a Japlaying with the viewer’s
maican father and British mother, is too
visual bearings and expecsmart to try to impose any single meantations with a sleekly dising onto his works. They are not so much
sculptures as complex personality studies. torting effect. Benedetto
Pietromarchi’s seven glass
Only the titles, which include the names
spheres in Untitled (2011)
of streets in scruffy South London neighsuggest enormous lightborhoods, go beyond the figures thembulbs, except that the filaselves to hint at the artist’s intentions.
Elger Esser, Giverny IV, Frankreich, 2010,
ments inside are intricate
This was a small show, perhaps too
C-print and Aludibond/Forex, 47" x 71" x 2". Galerie Thaddaeus Ropac.
wire sculptures. The intesmall for an artist who also makes busts
rior elements call into
and nudes. But it gave a good sense of
“Nocturnes,” Esser’s sumptuous 2010
question not just the lightbulbs’ usefulPrice’s singular talent at creating figures
series, was made in Giverny, the French
that can seem somehow more human than ness but also how the artist got them invillage where Monet lived later in his life
those looking at them. —Roger Atwood side, a ship-in-a-bottle enigma. Another
and, famously, painted his water lilies.
layer of ambiguity comes from the fact
Dark, brooding, and eerily quiet, the 13
that these very utilitarian-looking globes
have been placed on a multitiered display poetic images evoke the work of 19thEdel Assanti
century photographers such as Gustave
shelf, like decorations.
London
Le Gray. Luminous blacks and deep grays
The show’s thematic strands came toThe ordinary became strange and aliendominate. The lush gardens, ponds, and
gether in Livia Marin’s Broken Sculpture
woods, devoid of human presence, feel
ating in this show by eight artists drawSeries (Objet Dada), 2011, consisting of
remote and melancholy, like landscapes
ing loosely on the Dadaist idea of the
old teacups and teapots that have been

Elger Esser

‘Objet Dada’
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